Cable Plan CDR Outline

9:30 – 10:00  Coffee Break

10:00 – 10:15  Introduction – Clint Janes

10:15-11:00  Cable Installation – Stanzione
  Cable Route Map
  Cable Locations and Distances
  Impact on Future Installations
  Installation Plan, BOM, Cost, and Timeline

11:00-11:30  Cable Route - Baldwin
  Cable Plan Diagram
  Cable Installation Log
  Splice Locations and Installation

11:30-12:00  Lightning Protection
  Cable BOM and Cost

12:00-13:00  Lunch

13:00-13:30  Antenna Pedestal - Baldwin
  Pedestal Connector Box Drawing
  Antenna Jumper Drawing
  Antenna Connector Box
  Fabrication Plan, BOM, Cost, and Timeline

13:30-14:00  Control Building MDF - Durand
  Termination Room Layout
  System Patch Panels
  Transition Plan
  Provisions for Future expansion
  Assembly Plan, BOM, Cost, and Timeline

14:00-14:30  Fiber Cable Lab - Baldwin
  Objectives
  Lab Layout
  Tools and Equipment
  Training
  Splice Vehicle
  Production Plan, BOM, Cost, Timeline

14:30-14:45  Summary Costs, BOM and Schedule - Durand

14:45-15:00  Closing Remarks – Janes